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The influence of hydrophilicity on the orientational dynamics
and structures of imidazolium-based ionic liquid/water
binary mixtures
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The orientational dynamics and microscopic structures of imidazolium-based ionic liquids of varying
hydrophilicity were investigated using optical heterodyne-detected optical Kerr effect (OHD-OKE)
spectroscopy and atomistic simulations. Hydrophilicity was tuned via anion selection, cation alkyl
chain length, and the addition of a strong hydrogen bond donor on the cation (protic ionic liquid). In
the hydrophobic samples, which saturate at relatively low water concentration, OHD-OKE data dis-
play Debye Stokes Einstein (DSE) behavior as a function of water concentration. The DSE behavior
indicates that the microstructures of the hydrophobic ionic liquid/water mixtures do not fundamentally
change as a function of water concentration. The hydrophilic samples have two regimes of different
DSE behaviors demonstrating the presence of two structural regimes depending on water concentra-
tion. These experimental results indicate that in hydrophilic ionic liquid/water samples, significant
structural changes occur to accommodate high water concentrations, while hydrophobic samples
become water saturated because the restructuring of local ionic structures is unfavorable. Atomistic
simulations show that the local ionic microstructures experience distinct changes in these hydrophilic
ionic liquid/water binary samples because of the delicate interplay of intermolecular interactions
among imidazolium cations, hydrophilic anions, and water molecules. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5038563

I. INTRODUCTION

Room temperature ionic liquids (RTILs) are a class of
charged species that have melting points below room temper-
ature (25 ◦C). These low melting points are caused by the pres-
ence of ions with a combination of asymmetry, large size, and
charge delocalization that frustrates crystallization.1,2 RTILs
are widely studied due to their broad range of advantageous
properties like low vapor pressure, inflammability, thermal sta-
bility, CO2 solubility, and the presence of extensive nonpolar
and polar domains in a neat liquid. These physicochemical
properties make RTILs useful candidates for batteries,3,4 solar
cells,5,6 carbon capture,7 synthesis,8 and separations.9 It is said
that there are over one million possible cation and anion com-
binations that can be used to form RTILs. RTILs have been
called designer solvents because they can be optimized for the
needs of a particular application by selecting the appropriate
combination of constituent ions.

A possible drawback when using RTILs in applications
is their hygroscopic nature; water will be present in an appli-
cation unless expensive measures are taken to dry the RTIL
and to prevent it from coming into contact with atmospheric
water. In many ionic liquids, the amounts of water picked up
from the air will affect macroscopic properties, like viscos-
ity, significantly.10 The hydrophilicity of ionic liquids varies
greatly depending on their structure.11 Some ionic liquids are
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relatively hydrophobic and pick up minimal atmospheric water
and saturate at low water concentrations, while other ionic liq-
uids pick up water more readily and are infinitely miscible
with water.11 Structural features that affect the hydrophilicity
of an RTIL include the cation alkyl chain length,12 anion,11,13

and the presence of hydrogen bond donors on the cation [pro-
tic ionic liquids (PILs)].14 The structures of the ionic liquids
studied here are given in Fig. 1. Ions at the top of the figure
are more hydrophilic.

Changes in macroscopic properties, like viscosity and
hydrophilicity, are driven by molecular level structural and
dynamical changes. Of particular interest is how hydrophilic-
ity and water miscibility of RTILs are manifested structurally
and dynamically. Thus, it is useful to compare structural and
dynamical properties of hydrophilic and hydrophobic RTILs at
multiple water concentrations. This comparison can help elu-
cidate how RTILs restructure to accommodate increasingly
large quantities of water and can provide insight into the driv-
ing forces that cause some RTILs to water saturate while others
remain infinitely miscible.

Previously, RTIL/water mixtures have been studied using
a broad range of methods including optical heterodyne-
detected optical Kerr effect (OHD-OKE) spectroscopy,12,14,15

fluorescence spectroscopy,16 nuclear magnetic resonance
spectroscopy,17–22 dielectric spectroscopy,23 and theoretical
and computational calculations.17,24–28 In this paper, we use
OHD-OKE spectroscopy in conjunction with atomistic molec-
ular dynamic simulations to better understand the inter-
play between microstructures and dynamics of RTIL/water
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FIG. 1. Chemical structures of the ions composing the ionic liquids studied
here. More hydrophilic ions are listed at the top of the figure and the least
hydrophilic ions are listed at the bottom. Hydrophilicity was changed by anion
selection, cation chain length, and addition of hydrogen bonding groups on
imidazolium cations.

binary mixtures. New experimental results are combined with
previously published data on RTIL/water mixtures to pro-
vide a broader understanding of hydrophilicity in RTILs. The
OHD-OKE experiments track the orientational relaxation of
RTILs from the picosecond range to complete relaxation many
decades later, while atomistic simulations provide correspond-
ing structural information. These methods are used to create a
detailed picture of the dynamics and microstructures of RTILs
as a function of three methods of tuning hydrophilicity: cation
chain length, anion, and presence of strong hydrogen bonding
groups in cations.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
A. Sample preparation and characterization

All RTILs besides 1-ethylimidazolium tetrafluoroborate
(EhimBF4) were purchased from Iolitec. The molecular struc-
tures of the studied RTILs are given in Fig. 1. Ions at the
top of this figure are the most hydrophilic ions. EhimBF4

was synthesized and purified using the methods described by
Wu29 and Burrell.30 Briefly, 1-ethylimidazole was added in
excess to aqueous tetrafluoroboric acid in an ice bath. The
mixture was heated to 60 ◦C for 24 h while stirring. The result-
ing product was purified through multiple ether washes. The
sample was further purified and decolorized using activated
charcoal filtration.31 The product of the synthesis was veri-
fied using thermogravimetric analysis and nuclear magnetic
resonance spectroscopy, as described in the supplementary
material.

All RTILs were dried on a vacuum line at 60 ◦C for at
least 48 h. The water content of all RTILs was measured using

Karl Fisher titration (Mettler Toledo). The water content of
the dry EmimBF4 and EhimBF4 was 11 ppm and 15 ppm,
respectively. The water content of the other RTILs has been
reported previously,12,14,32 but all dry RTILs were well below
100 ppm water. Care was taken to prevent exposure to the
atmosphere during data acquisition.

The viscosities of many RTILs as a function of water
have been reported previously.12,14,32,33 The viscosity and
liquid density of EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures were mea-
sured using Cannon-Ubbelohde viscometry and pycnometry,
as seen in Table I. Viscosities were measured in a dry box to
minimize atmospheric water contaminants. The RTIL/water
samples were prepared by mass. All OHD-OKE samples were
filtered with a 0.02 µm filter (Whatman Anotop) into 1 cm path
length optical grade cuvettes (Starna Cells) and sealed with
wax.

B. Optical heterodyne-detected optical Kerr
effect spectroscopy

The OHD-OKE experiment is a nonresonant, pump-probe
technique that measures the orientational dynamics of bulk
liquids.12,15 The pump pulse creates a slight orientational
alignment of the molecules along the pump pulse polariza-
tion direction, which results in an induced birefringence. This

TABLE I. Experimental parameters for protic and aprotic ionic liquids.

NTf2
� BF4

�

Viscosity (cP)a Viscosity (cP)b

Ion pair:water τ (ps)a (24.4 ◦C) τ (ps) (24.4 ◦C)

Emim

Dry (8550:1) 376 ± 11 36.3 341 ± 5 37.3
16:1 290 ± 8 28.9 277 ± 11 29.3
8:1 263 ± 6 26.0 226 ± 8 24.2
4:1 239 ± 5 21.9 173 ± 8 18.1

2.6:1 184 ± 6 18.2
2:1 128 ± 2 12.3
1:1 94 ± 4 7.76
1:2 67 ± 2 4.67
1:4 46 ± 2 2.88
1:8 31 ± 1 1.92
1:16 19 ± 1 1.43
1:32 18 ± 1 1.19
1:64 13 ± 1 1.06

Ehim

Dry (6500:1) 491 ± 14 57.1 440 ± 11 56.3
16:1 429 ± 9 50.8 341 ± 17 44.7
8:1 367 ± 8 44.9 295 ± 14 35.9
4:1 287 ± 3 32.7 235 ± 6 27.0
2:1 194 ± 3 24.1 162 ± 9 16.8
1:1 175 ± 7 15.8 113 ± 6 8.99

0.65:1 119 ± 8 11.2
1:2 68 ± 3 4.74
1:4 63 ± 5 2.78
1:8 44 ± 3 1.99
1:16 37 ± 3 1.54
1:32 28 ± 4 1.17
1:64 19 ± 1 1.15

aThe values of τ and η for EmimNTf2 and EhimNTf2 were reported by Bailey et al.14

bThe viscosity for EmimBF4/water mixtures was reported by Rilo et al.33 The viscosity
for EhimBF4/water mixtures is measured here.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-019827
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-019827
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alignment (and associated birefringence) decays as the
molecules randomize their orientations through equilibrium
motions as described by linear response theory.34 The changes
in induced birefringence are measured with heterodyne detec-
tion when the combined signal and local oscillator (LO) pass
through a polarizer that nulls the probe but not the signal/LO.

The OHD-OKE experimental setup has been described
in detail previously.12,15 The key components are presented
below. The ultrafast pulses necessary for the experiment are
generated by a Ti:sapphire oscillator/5 kHz Ti:sapphire regen-
erative amplifier. These amplified pulses are beam split into a
strong pump beam and a weak probe beam. The pump pulses
arrive at the sample linearly polarized, while the probe pulses
are polarized at ±45◦ relative to the pump. The time depen-
dence is measured through the variable mechanical delay of the
probe pulses using a delay line. Heterodyne detection is imple-
mented through the slight depolarization of the probe pulse.
This creates the collinear LO that couples with the signal and
enables phase cycling, which greatly improves the signal to
noise ratio.34,35 OHD-OKE is a particularly useful method due
to its ability to track dynamics over an exceptionally long time
range (picoseconds to the end of the orientational dynamics up
to tens of microseconds). Additionally, the nonresonant nature
of the experiment means that any molecule with anisotropic
polarizability contributes the signal and a probe impurity does
not need to be added. It is also a spectroscopic technique that is
measured entirely in the ground state, so it is minimally pertur-
bative. OHD-OKE can directly study the molecule of interest
in its ground state.

While OHD-OKE measures unique and useful dynami-
cal information, extracting meaningful, quantitative informa-
tion can be difficult. After very short time, when molecular
collisions create multi-particle distortions that contribute to
the signal, OHD-OKE measures the time derivative of the
polarizability-polarizability correlation function (orientational
correlation function). This correlation function can be found by
coupling it to the density correlation function using schematic
mode coupling theory (MCT).36 Solving the MCT equations
requires significant computational resources, and the exact
solutions are very complicated. The general functional form of
the correlation function is multiple power law decays followed
by a final exponential.37 The power laws describe a series of
local caging motions that occur at short time. A final expo-
nential decay reports on the final complete randomization of
the molecular orientations. This exponential can be related to
physical properties, e.g., the viscosity, to gain an understanding
of the dynamics.

It is important to note that all of these orientational
relaxation processes are not simultaneously occurring. The
power law caging motions are limited to early time, and the
long-time exponential behavior occurs only after the caging
motions are nearly complete. Thus, to fit the data, the long-
time data can be fit simply as a single exponential. This
is done repeatedly over multiple time ranges to ensure that
the power law dynamics are not bleeding into the fit. This
can be repeated with power laws for the caging region of
the dynamics. To fit the complete decay while accounting
for overlap in time of the different randomization processes,
a phenomenological fitting function, which reproduces the

functional form obtained from MCT, is given in the following
equation:

F(t) =
B
2

(1 − erf (
(ln(t) − n)
√

2u
))t−b

+
C
2

(1 + erf (
ln(t) − n
√

2u
))e−t/τ + y0. (1)

This fitting function has been described thoroughly previ-
ously.14 The first term describes the von Schweidler power law
with exponent b. Additional power law terms can be added as
necessary. The final term describes the final exponential with
time constant, τ. Due to the large number of variables in Eq. (1),
the values of b and τ from the initial fits of each process are
used.

C. Atomistic molecular dynamic simulations

Atomistic interactions for the Emim+ and Ehim+ cations
and the BF4

− anions were taken from a systematically devel-
oped force field in previous studies based on the AMBER
framework.14 The SPC/E water model (extended simple point
charge model) with constrained covalent bonds was employed
in the current work. The cross-interaction parameters between
different atom types were obtained from the Lorentz-Berthelot
combination rules. The detailed simulation system compo-
sitions of the EmimBF4 and EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures
were determined to match the experimental RTIL/water binary
mixture compositions as listed in Table I.

Atomistic molecular dynamic simulations were per-
formed using the GROMACS 5.0.4 package with cubic peri-
odic boundary conditions.38 The equations of motion were
integrated using a classic Verlet leapfrog integration algorithm
with a time step of 1.0 fs. A cutoff radius of 1.6 nm was
set for short-range van der Waals interactions and real-space
electrostatic interactions. The particle-mesh Ewald summa-
tion method with an interpolation order of 5 and Fourier grid
spacing of 0.12 nm was employed to handle long-range elec-
trostatic interactions in the reciprocal space. All simulation
systems were first energetically minimized using a steepest
descent algorithm and thereafter annealed gradually from 800
to 300 K within 10 ns. The annealed simulation boxes were
equilibrated in an isothermal-isobaric ensemble for 40 ns
and maintained using a Nosé-Hoover chain thermostat and
a Parrinello-Rahman barostat with time coupling constants
of 500 and 200 fs, respectively, to control temperature at
300 K and pressure at 1 atm. Canonical ensemble simula-
tions were further performed for 50 ns for all RTIL/water
mixtures, and simulation trajectories were recorded at an
interval of 100 fs for further microstructural and dynamical
analyses.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Source of OHD-OKE signal

The RTILs studied in this work include dry RTILs
(<100 ppm water) and RTIL/water mixtures with varied water
concentrations. To effectively interpret the OHD-OKE data
and make meaningful comparisons between the different RTIL
samples, it is important to consider the source of the signal. The
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RTIL samples studied in this work consist of cations, anions,
and water molecules that could be overlapping sources of
signal. The OHD-OKE experiments measure the time deriva-
tive of the polarizability-polarizability correlation function.
After short time scale molecular interactions that influence
the samples’ polarizability, this correlation function is dom-
inated by or totally arises from the orientational correlation
functions of the molecules that make up the sample.39,40

Any species with anisotropic polarizability contributes to the
signal.

Water has a very small anisotropic polarizability rela-
tive to RTILs. Previous experiments that compared the signal
strength of water and imidazolium based RTILs showed that
water produced a negligible contribution to the signal.41–43

Thus, we can assume that water molecules do not contribute
significantly to any of the RTIL samples measured below. Next,
considering the anions, it is clear that BF4

− does not have
significant single particle anisotropic polarizability due to its
tetrahedral geometry and high degree of symmetry. This is less
obvious for NTf2

− anion due to its asymmetry and large size.
Calculations concerning the effects of anionic and cationic
substitutions on the ultrafast solvent dynamics of imidazolium-
based RTILs and NTf2

−based RTILs have shown that NTf2
−

anions contribute negligibly to the anisotropic polarizability
of the entire ionic liquids.44

This suggests that the OHD-OKE signal in these
RTIL/water mixtures mainly originates from the imidazolium
cations. The final consideration is whether this anisotropic
polarizability can be attributed predominantly to one part of
the cation. This is particularly important in the comparison
between RTILs with different alkyl groups on the cation. Pre-
vious comparisons of OHD-OKE data for imidazolium-based
RTILs and long-chained alkanes showed that the imidazolium
head groups contributed at least four times more signal than
alkanes.15 Based on these considerations, in all the samples
studied here, the OHD-OKE signal originates primarily from
the imidazolium head groups. However, the OHD-OKE data
provides information on total solvent orientational and struc-
tural randomization because the imidazolium head group moi-
ety cannot reorient without the reorientation of all species that
compose the liquid. In liquids with these large cations and
anions, orientational relaxation of the cation head group will
not occur without considerable structural randomization of the
entire liquid.

B. Comparison of dry BF4
− and NTf2

− ionic liquids

The anion is one of the strongest influences on the mis-
cibility of an RTIL with water.13,27 Two common anions,
BF4

− and NTf2
−, are characterized by very hydrophilic and

hydrophobic features, respectively. The difference in physic-
ochemical properties between RTILs with these two anions
is evident even in the dry RTIL samples. The viscosities of
a series of imidazolium-based cations paired with each anion
are given in Table II. When there is no extended nonpolar
region in the RTIL matrices (i.e., Emim+), the liquid viscosi-
ties of the two RTILs are approximately the same (36.3 cP vs.
37.3 cP). However, the difference in viscosity increases with
longer aliphatic chains in imidazolium cations. The liquid vis-
cosity of DmimBF4 is 4.4 times larger than that of DmimNTf2.

TABLE II. Key experimental parameters for dry NTf2
� and BF4

� based ionic
liquids.

BF4
� NTf2

�

Cation η (cP) τ (ps) η (cP) τ (ps)

Emim+ 37.3a 341 ± 5 36.3b 376 ± 11b

Bmim+ 103c 1400 ± 140c 59.3d 1160 ± 30d

Hmim+ 190c 3950 ± 395c 82.3d 2080 ± 50d

Dmim+ 630c 9980 ± 998c 143.6d 4630 ± 200d

aValue reported by Rilo et al.33

bValue reported by Bailey et al.14

cValue reported by Sturlaugson et al.12

dValue reported by Thomaz et al.63

To compare the orientational dynamics of the RTILs with dif-
ferent anions, OHD-OKE experiments were conducted on dry
EmimBF4, BmimBF4,12,45 HmimBF4,12 and DmimBF4

12 and
the equivalent NTf2

− RTILs.16 Some individual results have
been published before, but they have not been analyzed in
combination with access trends.

The OHD-OKE data were fit using Eq. (1) to extract the
value of τ. For hydrodynamic liquids, the relationship between
viscosity and τ can be described by the Debye Stokes Einstein
(DSE) equation, as given in the following equation:

τself =
η(T )VfθC

kBT
, (2)

where τself is the single molecule rotational self-diffusion time
for a symmetric top, η is the shear viscosity, V is the volume
of the rotator, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute
temperature, f θ is a shape factor that accounts for friction due
to the deviation of the rotator from sphericity, and C is an
interaction factor that accounts for friction due to the rotator
interacting with neighboring species. In general, OHD-OKE
measures collective reorientation instead of single molecule
reorientation, so additional terms are needed to relate τ from
Eq. (1) to τself from Eq. (2). This relationship is given by the
following equation:

τ =
g2

j2
τself , (3)

where g2 is the static orientational correlation function and
j2 is the dynamic orientational correlation function. j2 has
been calculated as 1 for a wide range of liquids.46–48 If there
are long lived structural correlations that remain for times
long compared to the single molecule orientational relax-
ation and have associated with these correlations a residual
anisotropic polarizability induced by the pump pulse, then τ
can be somewhat longer than τself . Here we assume that τ is
equal to τself , i.e., j2 is indeed 1. g2 describes time-independent
orientational correlation which deviates from unity in non-
isotropic liquids where multiparticle pair correlations influ-
ence the relaxation of the induced polarizability anisotropy.
Equations (2) and (3) are combined for use with OHD-OKE
data.

To test a liquid for hydrodynamic behavior, τ can be plot-
ted against viscosity. The DSE plots for dry BF4

− and dry
NTf2

− imidazolium-based RTILs with varied aliphatic chains
are shown in Fig. 2. These dry RTILs exhibit hydrodynamic
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FIG. 2. The Debye Stokes Einstein plots for dry 1-alkyl-
3-methylimidazolium tetrafluoroborates (red) and 1-alkyl-3-
methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethylsulfonyl)imide (black). Both
sets of data are linear, indicating DSE behavior.

behavior as evidenced by the linearity of both sets of exper-
imental data. However, the slopes of the two lines are very
different, and this can provide insight into the differences
between the two types of ionic liquids.

Based on the combination of Eqs. (2) and (3), five vari-
ables comprise the slope. As described above, OHD-OKE
signal primarily comes from the imidazolium head groups in
these dry RTIL samples. Since the same imidazolium cations
are being compared, the static orientational correlation func-
tion, the volume, and the shape factor must remain constant
between the sets of RTIL samples. All experiments were
conducted at the same experimental temperature. The only
variable that can cause this slope change is C, the inter-
action factor. The RTIL samples containing NTf2

− anions
have a higher slope, indicating that imidazolium cations in
these RTILs experience stronger intermolecular interactions
than their counterparts in RTIL samples containing BF4

−

anions.
To better understand the microstructures of the systems

that underlie the different DSE slopes, atomistic simulations
were conducted. The force fields used in the atomistic simula-
tions can be validated by comparing the available experimental
value of the X-ray scattering structure factor, S(q), for the dry
EmimBF4 RTIL to the curve calculated with the simulations.
It is shown in Fig. 3 that the computated S(q) matches the
experimental X-ray scattering functions for the dry EmimBF4

RTIL very well.49 This demonstrates that the force field param-
eters for the RTILs in the current work are accurate enough to
describe thermodynamics and microstructures of these RTILs
and RTIL/water mixtures. X-ray data are not available for
the water mixtures. Therefore, furthermore, the experimental
and simulated liquid densities were compared; they matched
within the experimental error at all water concentrations. This
further validates the force fields used at different hydration
levels.

Figure 4 presents the radial distribution functions (RDFs)
of the cation-cation (a), anion-anion (b), and cation-anion
(c) pairs in the dry EmimBF4 and EmimNTf2 RTIL sam-
ples, as calculated using the force fields validated above. The

FIG. 3. Comparison of computational X-ray scattering static structural factor
S(q) for dry EmimBF4 with experimental data in the range of q ≤ 100.0 Å−1.
The experimental data were obtained from the literature.49

center-of-mass of the imidazolium ring planes in the Emim+

cations, the B atoms in the BF4
− anions, and the N atoms

in the NTf2
− anions are taken as reference sites to calculate

these intermolecular RDFs. The cation-cation RDFs [panel
(a)] show that the Emim+ cations are experiencing different

FIG. 4. Radial Distribution Functions of (a) cation-cation, (b) anion-anion,
and (c) cation-anion pairs for dry EmimBF4 and EmimNTf2.
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microstructural environments in these two dry RTIL samples.
The prepeak registered at 0.42 nm indicates the formation of
preferential π-π stacking motifs between imidazolium ring
planes in the EmimBF4 RTIL sample, whereas in EmimNTf2,
there is no such prepeak, indicating that there are almost no π
type stacking interactions between the imidazolium ring planes
in the Emim+ cations.50–54 The large NTf2

− anions either take
preferential on-top distributions above and below the imida-
zolium ring planes or exhibit tilted coordinations with imida-
zolium ring planes in their equatorial region, leading to π type
stacking associations between neighboring imidazolium ring
planes being screened due to anionic size effects. Additionally,
the NTf2

− anions have multiple hydrogen bonding acceptors,
such as one N atom and four O atoms that are covalently
bonded to the S atoms in the anionic framework. These hydro-
gen bonding acceptors prefer to coordinate with the hydrogen
atoms in the imidazolium rings in the Emim+ cations, leading
to the formation of multiple hydrogen bonds or a hydrogen
bond network within the RTIL matrices.14,17,21,53 It should be
noted that the hydrogen atoms in the imidazolium rings do not
coordinate with the F atoms in the NTf2

− anions via hydro-
gen bonding interactions due to their lower electronegativities
in the anionic framework. However, these hydrogen atoms
tend to form hydrogen bonds with the F atoms in the BF4

−

anions but with decreased hydrogen bond directionality and
strength.

The bifurcated feature in the cation-cation [panel (a)]
and cation-anion [panel (c)] RDF plots in the EmimNTf2

RTIL sample corresponds to the existence of cis and trans
conformations for NTf2

− anions in the RTIL, as we have
discussed in a prior work.14 Both the cis and trans con-
formations of the NTf2

− anions in imidazolium-based RTIL
samples contribute to significant intermolecular interactions
between imidazolium cations and NTf2

− anions via strong
Coulombic interactions among polar moieties and prefer-
ential van der Waals interactions among nonpolar groups,
as well as other delicate interactions like hydrogen bond-
ing and π stacking interactions. Additionally, NTf2

− anions
can mediate the relative distributions of the imidazolium
ring planes in the dry RTIL matrices and RTIL/water mix-
tures as discussed in previous publications due to the exis-
tence of multiple hydrogen bonding acceptors in the anionic
framework.14,17,21,53

The first peak in the anion-anion RDFs [panel (b)] of
EmimBF4 is observed at a shorter radial distance due to the
smaller anionic sizes of BF4

− relative to NTf2
− anions. The

BF4
− anions mainly occupy equatorial positions in the imi-

dazolium ring planes, on the one side, promoting the inter-
molecular hydrogen bonding interactions between close con-
tacted ion pairs and, on the other side, stabilizing the striking
π-π stacking structures between neighboring imidazolium ring
planes. The NTf2

− anions have a larger anionic size than the
BF4

− anions and are characterized by multiple strong hydrogen
bonding interactions with imidazolium cations, all of which
lead to their stronger coordination with imidazolium cations
in RTIL samples, as manifested in liquid densities of these two
dry RTIL samples. As such, the slope of the DSE plot for the
NTf2

− based RTILs is much larger than that for BF4
− analogs,

as shown in Fig. 2.

C. Comparison of wet BF4
− and NTf2

− ionic liquids

This leads to the question of how anion selection influ-
ences hydrophilicity and water miscibility. To look at how
the anion affects these properties, EmimBF4 was compared
to EmimNTf2 at various water concentrations. EmimBF4 is
infinitely miscible with water, while EmimNTf2 is relatively
hydrophobic and saturates with water at 2.6 ion pairs per water.
The OHD-OKE data for EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures are
displayed in Fig. 5(a). Note that the logarithmic axes and
the decays have been vertically offset for clarity. The OHD-
OKE decays for EmimNTf2 RTIL/water mixtures have been
reported previously.14

Figure 6 gives the DSE plots for EmimNTf2/water mix-
tures (black) and for EmimBF4/water mixtures (blue). The
EmimNTf2 DSE plot is linear through the saturation point,
while the EmimBF4 DSE plot shows two distinct linear
regions. The slope of the DSE plot for EmimNTf2 RTIL/water
mixtures with varied water concentrations is slightly larger
than that for EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures with comparable
water concentrations, which is attributed to stronger inter-
molecular interactions among Emim+ cations, NTf2

− anions,
and water molecules as compared to their counterparts in
EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures, as has been discussed in

FIG. 5. OHD-OKE data for (a) EmimBF4 and (b) EhimBF4 at twelve water
concentrations ranging from dry to 1:64 ion pairs:water. The data are plotted
on logarithmic axes and vertically offset for clarity. A sample fit using Eq. (1)
is shown on the 1:64 data in panel (b). All fits were of similar quality.
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FIG. 6. The Debye Stokes Einstein plot for EmimBF4/water mixtures (blue)
and EmimNTf2/water mixtures (black). EmimNTf2 has one linear regime
while EmimBF4 has two linear regimes.

Subsection III B. Additionally, this observation can provide
further insight into how hydrophilicity influences microstruc-
tures and dynamics of ionic species in RTIL/water mixtures.
In the case of EmimBF4, the first linear region ends around
1:2 ion pairs:water and the next linear region starts at 1:4
ion pairs:water, although there may be a crossover region.
These results suggest that there is no significant microstruc-
tural change that occurs with the gradual addition of water
molecules to EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures up to the 1:2
ion pairs:water concentration. The Emim+ cations and BF4

−

anions slightly adjust their relative positions in the local ionic
environment to accommodate more water molecules, which
is corroborated through the visualization of the simulation
trajectories of the corresponding atomistic simulation sys-
tems and the calculation of intermolecular RDFs between the
Emim+ cations and the BF4

− anions, which will be discussed
in Subsection III D.

The dual nature of water molecules in hydrogen bonding
interactions enables water molecules to act as both hydrogen
bond donors to BF4

− anions with F atoms as hydrogen bonding
acceptors and as hydrogen bond acceptors for hydrogen atoms
in imidazolium rings in Emim+ cations. These interactions
contribute to water’s segregated distribution between imida-
zolium rings and BF4

− anions, and the local ionic structures are
characterized by solute-shared ion pairs through the formation
of cation-water-anion triple complexes.26,28 However, when
more water molecules are introduced into EmimBF4/water
mixtures, the ions must reorient considerably to accommodate
more water molecules. This microstructural change is reflected
by the new linear regime at a high water content in the DSE
plot. If it were unfavorable to reorganize the local ionic struc-
tures in RTIL/water matrices, the RTIL would saturate at ∼1:2
ion pairs:water. This behavior is observed in EmimNTf2 which
is linear through the saturation point at 2.6:1 ion pairs:water.
It is unfavorable to change the extended structure of the ionic
liquid. As discussed in Subsection III B, the NTf2

− anions
have stronger interactions with the Emim+ cations through
decisive Coulombic interactions and preferential hydrogen

bonding coordinations. The implication is that it is unfavor-
able to break these interactions to allow more water into the
constructed and stable ionic environments in EmimNTf2, so
the EmimNTf2 RTIL quickly saturates.

D. Comparison of protic and aprotic ionic liquids

Another method of tuning hydrophilicity is by adding a
strong hydrogen bond donor to the cation, creating a protic
ionic liquid. Previously, OHD-OKE spectroscopy and atom-
istic simulations were used to compare EmimNTf2 and its
protic analog EhimNTf2.14 These two RTILs water saturate
at 2.6:1 ion pairs:water and 0.65 ion pairs:water, respectively.
The DSE plot of the EmimNTf2 RTIL/water mixtures was lin-
ear, while the DSE plot of EhimNTf2 was linear through the
2:1 sample. At higher water concentrations, there was a dis-
continuity in the DSE plot indicating that the rotator (cation)
was experiencing higher friction. Atomistic simulations and
linear infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) attributed this deviation
from hydrodynamic behavior to the formation of water clus-
ters (pairs) coupling the cation and anion. It should be noted
that this deviation was beyond the water saturation point of
EmimNTf2. This deviation is different from the two linear DSE
regimes that were observed in EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures,
as shown in Fig. 6, as the slope is the same before and after
the discontinuity.

To elucidate the microstructures and dynamics of a
hydrophilic aprotic RTIL that is infinitely miscible with water
and its protic analog, EmimBF4 and EhimBF4 were stud-
ied at 12 water concentrations ranging from dry to 1:64 ion
pairs:water. The OHD-OKE decays are shown in Fig. 5. Note
that the logarithmic axes and the decays are offset for clar-
ity. The experimental OHD-OKE decays for EmimBF4 and
EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures are shown in panels (a) and
(b), respectively. A sample fit using Eq. (1) is shown with a
red dashed line on the 1:64 EhimBF4 data. All fits were of
similar quality. Additional fits are shown in the supplementary
material.

The most interesting component of these fits is the long
time exponential region, which in all samples is single expo-
nential, quantified by τ from Eq. (1). Previously, biexponential
behavior has been observed in imidazolium-based BF4

− RTILs
but only for imidazolium cations with long alkyl chains as gel
formation is approached.12 Since the longest alkyl chain length
in these RTIL/water samples is an ethyl chain, it is consis-
tent with prior measurements that the data presented in Fig. 5
exhibit single exponential behavior. The time constant, τ, asso-
ciated with the single exponential [Eq. (1)] can be related to
viscosity, η, by combining Eqs. (2) and (3). The values of τ
and η are given in Table I.

The DSE plots for the EmimBF4 and EhimBF4

RTIL/water mixtures are shown in Fig. 7. For both sets of
RTIL/water mixtures, it appears that there are two hydrody-
namic regimes with a crossover region in between. For samples
drier than 1:2 ion pairs:water, the plot is linear, which suggests
that the microstructures in these RTIL/water mixtures do not
have to fundamentally change in order to accommodate the
increasing amount of water. This changes at around 1:4 ion
pairs:water, where the DSE plot enters a new linear regime,

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-019827
ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-019827
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FIG. 7. The Debye Stokes Einstein plot for EmimBF4/water mixtures (blue)
and EhimBF4/water mixtures (purple). Both data sets are linear through the
1:2 sample. A new Debye Stokes Einstein regime is entered at higher water
concentrations, as shown in the inset. Lines are included as guide to the
eye.

with a steeper slope, as shown in the inset of Fig. 7. This
indicates that this is the critical concentration where these two
RTILs would saturate if it was not favorable to restructure. This
observation is in contrast to what was seen in the EmimNTf2

RTIL/water mixtures, which had a linear DSE plot up to its
saturation concentration.14

Some structural information can be obtained by looking
at the liquid densities of these four RTIL/water mixtures as
a function of water content; the experimental and compu-
tational densities are plotted in Fig. 8 as solid and outlined
data points, respectively. The experimental liquid densities for

FIG. 8. Experimental and computational liquid densities of EmimNTf2
(black), EhimNTf2 (pink), EmimBF4 (blue), and EhimBF4 (purple) as a func-
tion of water concentration. The experimental densities of EmimBF4 (solid
symbols) were interpolated from the literature.55 The computational density
data (outlined symbols) for NTf2-based RTIL/water mixtures are taken from
a previous work,14 and the computational density results for BF4

−-based
RTIL/water mixtures are obtained from atomistic simulations in the current
work.

EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures were obtained from the liter-
ature.55 All other experimental densities were measured via
pycnometry. The computational liquid densities of these four
RTIL/water mixtures are obtained from the current isothermal-
isobaric atomistic simulations. For the hydrophobic NTf2-
based RTIL/water mixtures, the liquid density decreases by
1.3% for EmimNTf2 and 4.7% for EhimNTf2, respectively,
before these two RTILs become water saturated. For the
hydrophilic, infinitely miscible BF4-based RTIL/water mix-
tures, the liquid density changes more significantly. Through
the 1:2 sample (the last of the first hydrodynamic regime in
the DSE plots), the liquid density has decreased by 4.9% in
EmimBF4 and by 7.2% in EhimBF4. After this concentration,
the liquid density begins to drop very quickly as it approaches
the density of neat water. These changes are corroborated
by computational liquid densities of these RTIL/water mix-
tures. The change in the slope in the liquid density data
with increasing water content and the onset of speed up of
the dynamics at the same water concentrations supports the
proposition that these RTIL/water systems undergo funda-
mental structural changes at these specific concentrations.
It should be noted that the water dependence of the liq-
uid density of typical molecular liquids often decrease lin-
early at all water concentrations.56 This is in contrast to the
observations in these RTIL/water mixtures where liquid den-
sity remained nearly constant over a wide range of water
concentrations.

In addition to liquid densities, atomistic simulations give
additional physical insight into the microscopic ionic struc-
tures of these RTIL samples and microstructural changes that
occur in the four RTIL/water mixtures with increasing water
concentrations. The cation-cation and anion-anion RDFs for
these four RTIL/water mixtures with varied water concentra-
tions are calculated with the atomistic simulations and are
shown in Figs. 9 and 10. In NTf2-based RTIL/water mix-
tures, the progressive addition of water leads to negligible
changes in the cation-cation coordination structures, as shown
by the prominent bifurcated characteristics seen in the cation-
cation RDF plots in Fig. 9. A rationale for this computa-
tional observation is that the introduced water molecules are
mainly dispersed in cavities between the imidazolium cations
and the NTf2

− anions because of the existence of multiple
hydrogen bonding donors in imidazolium cations and mul-
tiple hydrogen bonding acceptors in NTf2

− anions, as has
been extensively discussed in a prior work.14 However, in
BF4

− based RTIL/water mixtures, the gradual addition of water
molecules results in distinct changes among the imidazolium
ring planes in the cations. As shown in Fig. 4, the prepeaks
in the cation-cation RDF plots of the BF4

− based RTILs cor-
respond to the formation of π-π stacking structures between
imidazolium ring planes in the Emim+ cations. The gradual
addition of water molecules to the RTIL matrices leads to the
decreased amplitude of these prepeaks in both the EmimBF4

and EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures. This observation indi-
cates a weakening of intermolecular interactions between the
imidazolium ring planes in the Emim+ and Ehim+ cations
due to the dispersed distribution of water molecules between
the imidazolium cations and the BF4

− anions. Additionally,
the magnitude of the π-π stacking coordination between
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FIG. 9. Cation-cation RDFs in RTIL/water mixtures
with varied RTIL:water ratios. (a) EhimBF4, (b)
EmimBF4, (c) EhimNTf2, and (d) EmimNTf2.

imidazolium ring planes in the EmimBF4 RTIL/water mix-
tures is much stronger than that in the EhimBF4 RTIL/water
mixtures. This can be understood by the competitive feature of
hydrogen bonding interactions and π-π stacking associations
between imidazolium ring planes and anionic groups.50,54,57

The preferential hydrogen bonding interactions among Ehim+

cations, BF4
− anions, and water molecules compete more

favorably with the π-π stacking associations between Ehim+

cations in determining local ionic structures in EhimBF4

RTIL/water mixtures.
For the cation-anion RDFs (shown in the supplemen-

tary material) in all the RTIL/water mixtures studied here
and the anion-anion RDFs (shown in Fig. 10) in the NTf2

−

based RTIL/water mixtures, there are no obvious changes in
microstructures in the local ionic environments. The negligi-
ble changes in the cation-anion RDFs in all of the RTIL/water
mixtures can be attributed to attractive Coulombic interac-
tions between imidazolium cations and anionic groups. No
matter how hydrogen bonding interactions between imida-
zolium cations and anionic groups compete with π-π stacking
coordinations between imidazolium ring planes in RTIL/water
mixtures, the attractive Coulombic interactions between the
imidazolium cations and anionic groups are far stronger than

any other intra- and inter-molecular interactions in dominating
the striking cation-anion coordination structures in RTIL/water
mixtures.

In the anion-anion RDFs in NTf2
− based RTIL/water mix-

tures, as shown in Fig. 10, the introduced water molecules tend
to disperse in cavities between imidazolium cations and NTf2

−

anions due to the dual nature of water molecules in hydrogen
bonding with both imidazolium cations and NTf2

− anions. The
existence of multiple hydrogen bonding donors in the imida-
zolium cations and multiple hydrogen bonding acceptors in
the NTf2

− anions indicate that NTf2
− based RTIL matrices

can accommodate a non-negligible number of water molecules
before saturation.14,17,18,20,21 The dispersed water molecules,
or even the accumulated small water clusters between neigh-
boring imidazolium cations and NTf2

− anions, have diffi-
culty disturbing the prominent cation-anion microstructures in
NTf2

− based RTIL/water mixtures. However, in BF4
− based

RTIL/water mixtures, a gradual addition of water molecules
into the RTIL matrices tends to mediate the relative distribution
of BF4

− anions. In the anion-anion RDF plots for BF4
−based

RTIL/water mixtures, the first peaks are registered at around
0.61 nm and the second peaks are located at approximately
0.84 nm, respectively. Such a double-peak plot indicates a

FIG. 10. Anion-anion RDFs in RTIL/water mixtures
with varied RTIL:water ratios. (a) EhimBF4, (b)
EmimBF4, (c) EhimNTf2, and (d) EmimNTf2.

ftp://ftp.aip.org/epaps/journ_chem_phys/E-JCPSA6-149-019827
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multiple coordination pattern of BF4
− anions around the imi-

dazolium ring planes because there are multiple hydrogen
bonding donors in imidazolium cations.

A gradual addition of water molecules into BF4
− based

RTIL/water mixtures weakens the first anion-anion coordi-
nation pattern and strengthens the second association feature
due to the dispersed distribution of water molecules between
imidazolium cations and BF4

− anions. The representative liq-
uid morphologies of EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures with
varied water concentrations are shown in Fig. 11. In these
BF4

− based RTIL/water mixtures with a small water concen-
tration, the spatial distribution of water molecules between
imidazolium cations and BF4

− anions and the formation of
cation-water-anion triple complexes in the RTIL/water mix-
tures [Fig. 11(b)] are similar to that observed in NTf2

−

based RTIL/water mixtures with comparable water concen-
trations. However, as more water molecules are introduced
into BF4

− based RTIL/water mixtures, these water molecules
tend to form water clusters [Fig. 11(c)], water chain-like struc-
tures [Fig. 11(d)], water channels connecting multiple anions
[Fig. 11(e)], and finally leads to the formation of a water net-
work [Fig. 11(f)] throughout the entire simulation box. These
water aggregates are capable of breaking the hydrogen bonds
formed between the fluorine atoms in the BF4

− anions and the
hydrogen atoms in the imidazolium cations and thus weak-
ens the first anion-anion coordination pattern, as shown in
Fig. 10. Such striking changes in the microscopic ionic struc-
tures in the RTIL/water mixtures are qualitatively manifested
in the corresponding spatial coordinations of constituent ions
with water molecules, as shown in representative cation-water,
anion-water, and water-water RDFs in the supplementary
material.

The distinct microstructures in the dry RTIL samples
and the striking microstructural changes in the correspond-
ing RTIL/water mixtures as water concentration increases
are also reflected in dynamical quantities of the imidazolium
cations. In the current work, the reorientational dynamics of the
imidazolium ring planes are represented by the second-rank
Legendre polynomial correlation function, P2(t) = 〈ē(0)ē(t)〉,
of the normal vector ē to the center-of-mass of imidazolium

ring planes.53,54,57 Representative reorientational correlation
functions of the imidazolium ring planes for all of the
RTIL/water mixtures with varied water concentrations are
presented in the supplementary material. In a given RTIL
matrix, the decay of the reorientational correlation functions
for imidazolium ring planes becomes faster as water con-
centration increases in RTIL/water mixtures, as seen in the
OHD-OKE data. This is attributed to the fact that the intro-
duced water molecules, either in small water clusters or in
large water aggregates, tend to weaken the attractive Coulom-
bic interactions between imidazolium cations and anionic
groups.

It is noteworthy that the asymptotic decay of these reori-
entational correlation functions can be approximated by a
biexponential decay function with the form of C(t) = c0

+ c1e−t/τ1 + c2e−t/τ2 .54,57,58 The accessible fitting parameters
τ1 and τ2 of the imidazolium ring planes in varied RTIL/water
mixtures are provided in tables of the supplementary material.
The slowest component time constants can be compared to
the experimental values given in Table I. The fast decay mode
corresponds to a free swing of the imidazolium ring planes
in local ionic environments initiated by preferential hydro-
gen bonding interactions, and the corresponding time scale is
tens of picoseconds. The continuous and intermittent hydro-
gen bonding interactions between the imidazolium cations,
anionic groups, and water molecules lead to the constrained
stretching in-and-out vibrational motion of hydrogen bonding
sites.54,57 The slow decay component is attributed to a large
angular out-of-plane wagging motion of anionic groups and
water molecules around the imidazolium ring planes, which
results in an overall randomization of imidazolium ring planes
in RTIL/water mixtures.54,57 The time scale of the slow reori-
entational component is hundreds of picoseconds, which is
approximately ten times slower than that for the fast relax-
ation mode for the same imidazolium ring planes. These two
magnitudes of correlation times suggest that the overall reori-
entational dynamics of the imidazolium ring planes are hetero-
geneous depending on the delicate intermolecular interactions
between constituent ions and water molecules in RTIL/water
mixtures.

FIG. 11. Representative liquid morphologies of
EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures with varied ratios of ion
pairs:water: (a) dry RTIL, (b) 8:1, (c) 2:1, (d) 1:1, (e)
1:4, and (f) 1:16. The N and C atoms in Emim+ cations
are represented by blue and cyan spheres, respectively.
The H atoms in the Emim+ cations are not shown for
clarity. The BF4

− anions are represented by green beads.
The H and O atoms in water molecules are represented
by light gray and red spheres, respectively.
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In comparison with experimental values of τ determined
from the OHD-OKE measurements listed in Table I, we can
see that these computational reorientational dynamics are sim-
ilar but somewhat slower than the corresponding experimental
data. For the highest water concentration, the simulation and
experimental data are close, but the difference increases as the
water concentration decreases. For the neat EmimBF4 RTIL
sample, where the simulations produce the correct structure
factor, the simulated orientation relaxation time is∼3 too slow.
It is noteworthy that simulations producing dynamical and
transport properties of RTIL/water mixtures that are too slow
have been reported previously.18,21 In the current work, we
mainly focus on thermodynamics (liquid densities, as shown
in Fig. 8) and microstructural description (X-ray scattering
structure factors, as shown in Fig. 3) of RTIL/water mixtures
from the atomistic simulations.

The reasonably good agreement between the simulations
and the orientational relaxation data means that the simu-
lations capture the rotational dynamics of imidazolium ring
planes in various RTIL/water mixtures. The microstructural
and dynamical characterizations of these RTIL/water mix-
tures promote our understanding of OHD-OKE measurements
and the experimental tendencies shown in DSE plots. The
NTf2

− based RTIL/water mixtures cannot restructure as more
water molecules are added because these water molecules
cannot overcome the strong cation-anion interactions. This
is in contrast to the BF4-based RTIL/water mixtures where
water molecules are able to infiltrate the ionic structures and
induce restructuring of the local ionic environments. These
microstructure differences are reflected dynamically as two
distinct hydrodynamic DSE regimes.

The EhimNTf2 and EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures
exhibit different DSE behavior beyond the number of linear
DSE regimes depending on hydrophilicity. A distinct jump
is observed in the DSE plot at 1:1 ion pairs:water in the
EhimNTf2 RTIL/water mixture. Atomistic simulations and
FT-IR spectroscopy attributed this observation to the forma-
tion of water clusters affecting the hydrogen bonding inter-
actions of the N–H groups in Ehim+ cations with specific
atoms in NTf2

− anions. This jump is not present in the DSE
plot for EhimBF4. This may be attributed to the fact that
water is not limited to cavities in these RTIL/water mix-
tures because of the smaller anionic size of BF4

− than that of
NTf2

−.

E. Comparison of imidazolium-based BF4
− ionic

liquids as a function of cationic chain length

Another method of tuning hydrophilicity is increasing
the alkyl chain length on the imidazolium cation. Previously,
OHD-OKE data was taken on BmimBF4 at 12 water concen-
trations and HmimBF4 at six water concentrations.12 These
experimental results can be compared to the EmimBF4 data
that were discussed in Subsections III B–III D. Both EmimBF4

and BmimBF4 are infinitely miscible with water, while
HmimBF4 water saturates at 1:3 ion pairs:water. Molecular
dynamics simulations have shown that there are no connected
nonpolar domains in Emim-based RTILs. In Bmim-based
RTILs, nonpolar regions are present but not extensive, and in
Hmim+ RTIL matrices, the connected nonpolar domains are

ubiquitous.59 The DSE plots of three sets of RTIL/water mix-
tures are given in Fig. 12. Panels (b) and (c) were reported
previously12 but panel (b) is now analyzed showing two hydro-
dynamic regions instead of one. In the initial report, a single
line was forced through the data, which resulted in significant
deviations of the data from the line. The new fit presented here
reduced the χ2 value by a factor of two when compared to the
fit reported previously.

The DSE plot for the EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures
is given in Fig. 12(a). As described previously in this
work, EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures have two hydrodynamic
regimes: drier than 1:2 ion pairs:water and wetter than 1:4 ion
pairs:water with a crossover region. EmimBF4 can restructure
local ionic environments to accommodate more water without
paying a substantial penalty for disturbing preferential ionic
structures between polar moieties of the constituent ions. Oth-
erwise, EmimBF4 would water saturate at approximately 1:2

FIG. 12. The Debye Stokes Einstein plots for (a) EmimBF4, (b) BmimBF4,
and (c) HmimBF4. EmimBF4 and BmimBF4 are both hydrophilic and show
evidence of two hydrodynamic regions, while HmimBF4 is hydrophobic and
is linear at all accessible water concentrations.
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ion pairs:water. Instead, the microstructure of the RTIL fun-
damentally changes as the ions reposition themselves to allow
more water into the system.

Figure 12(c) shows the DSE plot for HmimBF4

RTIL/water mixtures. The saturation of HmimBF4 is in con-
trast to that for EmimBF4, which has no extended nonpolar
domains and is infinitely miscible with water. The DSE plot
for HmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures is linear which shows
that HmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures do not fundamentally
change their liquid microstructure as the water concentration
increases. The HmimBF4 RTIL/water samples are hydrody-
namic, which matches the observations of the other hydropho-
bic samples. This is likely due to preferential dispersion inter-
actions among alkyl units in the imidazolium cations, making it
unfavorable for ionic moieties to change local microstructures
to accommodate more water molecules. Instead of disturb-
ing the extended nonpolar network, HmimBF4 saturates with
water.

The DSE plot for BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures is
shown in Fig. 12(b). BmimBF4 is the intermediate case
in which the connected nonpolar domains are present to
a limited extent. Similar to the DSE plot for EmimBF4

RTIL/water mixtures, there are two linear regimes: a moder-
ately sloped low water content regime and a steeply sloped
high water content regime. However, the transition point
in the BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures is between 3:1 and
1:1 ion pairs:water, a lower water concentration than that
observed in EmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures. The Bmim+

cations are able to restructure local ionic structures to allow
the addition of more water, giving rise to the two linear
regimes because the nonpolar domains are less extensive
than those in the HmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures. However,
although the nonpolar domains in BmimBF4 are relatively
minor in extent, they are associated with restructuring at a
lower water concentration than that in EmimBF4 RTIL/water
mixtures.

The behaviors of the three different chain length RTILs
can be considered in terms of liquid density of the RTIL/water
mixtures, as shown in Fig. 13. The liquid densities were

FIG. 13. Liquid densities of EmimBF4 (blue), BmimBF4 (orange), and
HmimBF4 (green) as a function of water content.

interpolated from the literature.55 The density of HmimBF4

remains almost constant, decreasing just 2.7% between the
dry and water saturated samples. The small change in liq-
uid density further supports the idea that the microstructure
of HmimBF4 does not change significantly with the gradual
addition of water. This ionic liquid phase separates rather than
restructuring. As mentioned previously, the liquid density of
EmimBF4 only decreases by 4.9% between the dry sample
and the 1:2 sample [the last sample of the first linear regime in
Fig. 12(a)]. After this concentration, the liquid density begins
decreasing quickly as it approaches the density of water. The
intermediate case of BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures is slightly
more complicated. The densities of the BmimBF4/water mix-
tures are fairly constant until 1:3 ion pairs:water. At this
point, the density begins to drop quickly. This suggests that
the water accommodating structural changes of BmimBF4

is inhibited by favorable van der Waals interactions between
butyl chains in Bmim+ cations that are not present in EmimBF4

and EhimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures. The initial restructuring
of the limited nonpolar regions in BmimBF4 must involve
subtle changes that do not affect the density. Something else
to note is that at high water concentration, the EmimBF4

and BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures have the same liquid
densities, which suggests that at high water concentrations,
the alkyl chains in the Bmim+ cations are no longer play-
ing a significant role in accommodating water into the RTIL
medium.

Anomalous behavior for BmimBF4 RTIL/water mix-
tures has been observed in atomistic simulations, fluores-
cence experiments, and 2D-IR experiments. Atomistic simu-
lations conducted by Voth and co-workers have shown that
there is a breakdown of the limited nonpolar domains in
BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures around 1:3 ion pairs:water,
consistent with our observations. The nonpolar domains do
not break down in longer chained BF4

− ionic liquids.60 In
fluorescence anisotropy experiments, the experimental fric-
tion of HmimBF4 and longer-chained cations with BF4

−

increased as water content increased up to the saturation
point.16 For BmimBF4 RTIL/water mixtures, the friction ini-
tially increased as water was added; however, between the
1:1 and 1:3 samples, the friction drops and continues to
decrease as more water is added. This was attributed to
cation reorientation not being inhibited by large nonpolar
domains. Finally, 2D-IR experiments on BmimBF4 suggested
a unique cooperation between the polar region and nonpo-
lar domains as the ionic liquid restructures. This is absent in
BF4

−based RTILs with longer alkyl chains in imidazolium
cations.61

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The influence of ionic liquid hydrophilicity on the
dynamics and microstructures of ionic liquid/water mixtures
was studied using Optical Heterodyne-Detected Optical Kerr
Effect (OHD-OKE) spectroscopy and atomistic molecular
dynamics simulations. Hydrophilicity was tuned via anion
selection, cation chain length, and the addition of strong hydro-
gen bonding groups. Debye Stokes Einstein (DSE) plots from
the OHD-OKE data demonstrated a fundamental difference
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between hydrophilic (infinitely water miscible) ionic liquids
and hydrophobic (water saturating) ionic liquids. Hydrophobic
ionic liquids exhibited DSE behavior at all water concen-
trations indicating that not taking up water is more favor-
able than restructuring to allow for the addition of more
water. This is in contrast to hydrophilic ionic liquids, where
two distinct hydrodynamic regions are observed in the DSE
plot. At low water concentrations, the DSE plot is linear
with a small slope. At high water concentrations, a new lin-
ear regime is entered with a much steeper slope. This sug-
gests that the microscopic ionic structures in RTIL/water
mixtures fundamentally change to allow more water to be
taken up. When it is unfavorable for the microstructure to
change, the ionic liquid becomes saturated and phase sep-
aration occurs. Saturation is observed in all NTf2

− sam-
ples, while in cations with short alkyl chains (Emim+ and
Bmim+) paired with BF4

−, saturation does not occur. How-
ever, when the alkyl chain becomes long, e.g., HmimBF4,
the hydrophobic alkyl chain causes saturation to occur, as
seen in all NTf2-based samples. In protic ionic liquids, e.g.,
Ehim+, saturation occurs when the anion is NTf2

− but not
when BF4

− is the anion. Atomistic simulations demonstrated
that local ionic structures experience distinct changes in the
hydrophilic and hydrophobic RTIL/water mixtures because of
the delicate balance of intermolecular interactions among imi-
dazolium cations, hydrophilic/hydrophobic anions, and water
molecules.

Previously, it has been established that hydrophilicity
is highly structure dependent and is particularly sensitive to
anion selection.11 Studies on the influence of anion selec-
tion have shown that hydrophobicity often occurs in RTILs
with perfluorinated groups suggesting the role of hydrogen
bonding in hydrophilicity.62 In the current work, the relation-
ship between intermolecular interactions and hydrophilicity is
further explored. The results presented here demonstrate that
multiple ionic liquids have stronger interactions that make
restructuring unfavorable, resulting in water saturation and
hydrophobic behavior. In the case of EmimNTf2 and
EhimNTf2, this is due to strong cation-anion interactions
that are unfavorable to break, as shown by the atomistic
simulations. In the case of HmimBF4, preferential disper-
sion interactions between the alkyl chains that comprise the
extended network of nonpolar domains limit reorganization to
accommodate additional water molecules.

This behavior is in contrast to hydrophilic samples
which have weaker interactions that allow constituent ions
to structurally rearrange. As shown in atomistic simulations,
EmimBF4 and EhimBF4 have weaker cation-anion interac-
tions than their NTf2

− analogs. Thus, it is favorable to alter
these interactions to accommodate more water. BmimBF4 has
more limited nonpolar domains than HmimBF4, which results
in weaker alkyl chain interactions. Thus, it is still favorable to
break these interactions. The experimental and computational
results presented here have provided a broader understand-
ing of hydrophilicity in ionic liquids. OHD-OKE, density
measurements, and atomistic simulations demonstrated that
the strength of intermolecular interactions and the ability for
constituent ions to restructure are the key driving forces for
hydrophilicity in ionic liquids.

SUPPLEMENTAL MATERIAL

See supplementary material for the synthesis and charac-
terization of EhimBF4, additional OHD-OKE fits, representa-
tive radial distribution functions, and the rotational dynamics
of imidazolium ring planes in varied RTIL/water mixtures.
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